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kSF) (FBI)
Friday ,lilly 08 201p 6:24 PM
I
I (SF) (FBI); SF-ARC

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

kSF) (FBI)
FISHEL, DEREK (SF) (FBI)I
RE: Language from the OGC Ref Collecting Info Touching On Protests
UNCLASSIFIEDItFOUG-

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/fFOUO
FYI. I have created severall'---

b7E -10

Iand will be periodically checking them tonight and Saturdav.

If you do get a called for something related tcDplease reach out to me as I may already have what you need set
up.

I

~
~:L

____I

As always, thank youDfor your help/support/input in helping me getDet up, I think in record time this time!
Enjoy your weekend!
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I(SF) (FBI)
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2016 1:03 PM
To: SF-ARC
Cc: FISHEL, DEREK (SF) (FBI)
Subject: FW: Language from the OGC Ref Collecting Info Touching On Protests --- UNCLASSIFIED//F-eI::f&

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
TRANSITORY RECORD
Hi everyone,
As you are likely aware, the recent events in Dallas and the police shootings may result in an increased potential for
violence in our AOR. At this time, FBI SF has not received any information to indicate that there is a specific threat of
violence. If this situation changes and there is a report of a potential threat or violent activitv there may be a need for
1

BLM-

assistance withl
~r other response. Please just keep your phones with you over the weekend in the unlikely
event there is a need for ARC assistance.
Thanks;

o
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From:
~SF) (FBI)
Sent: ~nday, July 08, 2015 12:55 PM
Tod
~ (FBI)~-----I(SF) (FBI)
Cc:[
~(SF) (FBI)
Subject: FW: Language from the OGC Ref Collecting Info Touching On Protests --- UNCLASSIFIED/fFOUO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/fFOUO
TRANSITORY RECORD
I keep getting these emails because I'm the open source trainer for SF. I'll just keep passing then: as I get them. Thanks!

Fronll

I(01) (FBI)
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Sent: Friday, July 08,2016 12:50 PM
To: HQ-DIV19-0PEN-SOURCE-TRAINERS' H
Cc:1
I(D!) (FBI);
Subject: Language from the ~"....,.:-r,....-rr--...--.....,-"'"

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
TRANSITORY RECORD
Here's \ivhat the OGe Attorney for DI says to use to cover your research activities ..,.

IMultidisciplinary
I Intelligence Unit

1-.,....-_----,---,.".....Directorate of Intelligence
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-----'

Roon: 11700; Cube 17
FBIHQ

Froml
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!cOGC) (FBI)
Sent: Friday, July 08,20163:42 PF1L...-----...,
To~
(FBI);L
1c00)(FBI)
Cc{
~ (01) (FBI)
Subject: RE: --- UNCLASSIFIED/j'ffit:tCT

lmD

Classification:

UNCLASSIFIED/t~eU&

TRANSITORY RECORD
2

BLM-

Change of plans, not going to be put in the SitRep, but per EAD Coleman, in a high side email to the criminal ASACs. But
the concept still applies.

From1

I(OGC) (FBI)

Sent: Friday. July OS. 2016 3:31 PM;..;-

To:1

WD (FBI);I

~(DI) (FBI)
Subject: --- UNCLASSIFIED//FOUe-

b6 -1
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_

I(DI)(FBI)

Cc:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
TRANSITORY RECORD

1.....-_1 andc::::::::J

b6 -1
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FYI, the following language will go in tonight's SitRep. I just wanted to pass this along in case any of your people are
collecting information on protests:
Thanks,

I

I

The FBI assesses that violence may occur at Black Lives Matter protests against participants, bystanders or law
enforcement. Black Lives Matters protests are protected First Amendment activity, and the FBI may not collect or
monitor the exercise of First Amendment protected activity unless for an authorized law enforcement purpose. In order
to be clear about the FBI's intent for gathering information relevant to the scheduling of Black Lives Matters protest,
please include the following caveat on any documents containing relevant information:
Individuals or groups named in this [Alert/EC/Briefing book] have been identified as participating in activities that are
protected by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Their inclusion here is not intended to associate the
protected activity with criminality or a threat to national security, or to infer that such protected activity itself
violates federal law. However, based on known intelligence and/or specific, historical observations, it is possible the
protected activity could invite a violent reaction towards the subject individuals or groups, or the activity could be
used as a means to target law enforcement. In the event no violent reaction occurs, FBI policy and federal law
dictates that no further record be made of the protected activity

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/fFOUO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//I"0t10
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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